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Second chance episode guide

Important: You must only upload images that you have created yourself or that you are expressly authorized or licensed to upload. By clicking Publish, you confirm that the image fully complies with TV.com Terms of Use and that you own all rights to the image or have permission to upload it. Please read the following before uploading Do
not upload anything that you do not own or are fully licensed to upload. The images shall not contain sexually explicit content, racial hate material, or other offensive symbols or images. Remember: Abuse of TV.com image system can lead to you being banned from uploading photos or from the entire site – so play nice and respect the
rules! What would you do with a second chance? Seventy-five-year-old Jimmy Pritchard is a shell of his former self. A drinker, a womanizer and a father who always put work in front of the family, Pritchard was forced to resign as L.A. County Sheriff for corrupt conduct more than a decade ago. Now, about 15 unfriendly years later, he is
killed when he stumbles upon a robbery at the home of FBI agent Duval Pritchard, one of his three children. But death is surprisingly short for Jimmy, who is brought back to life by billionaire tech-genius twins Mary Goodwin and her brother, Otto, the founders of the social networking empire, Lookinglass. Resurrected as a younger version
of himself, with physical abilities that he never dreamed of, a reanimate Pritchard gets a second chance in life. What will he do about it? Will he seek revenge against those who killed him? Will he try to repair the damage he did to his family? Will he embrace a new sense of purpose or fall prey to old temptations? (a guide for titles and air
dates) Last Updated: Tue, 5 May 2020 1:00 Haunted by some bad choices in his life, a 75-year-old former sheriff is revived into an experimental super-human body by a pair of young tech geniuses who hope to use their cells to cure cancer. Episode list and details from: TVmaze • TV.com Available videos are shown here - Powered by
JustWatch Second Chance (1987) (a Titles &amp; Air Dates Guide) A man for good for hell and sin for heaven sent back in time by St. Peter to help his teen even make better decisions in life. Episode list and details from: TV.com Available videos are shown here - Powered by JustWatch NOTES Renewed as Boys Will Be Boys. Season
2 A Very Special Onion 2x2 Shipped 3 years ago - October 11, 2017 Attacked by chance, Winter becomes a patient on the device, with unintended results. D discovers that hynes has a more personal connection to Winter's case than he originally pretended to be. Mouse over thumbnail for slide show or browse and see one by one: #2 #3
#4 #5 He is very dedicated and organized. #6 - You were lucky. - I did it#7 I don't get a hammer on this cop pretty fucking soon#8 #9 come back with you later. #10 vulnerable? Depressed? Depressed? all we can to see that your brain is ok. #12 I would automatically be entitled to treatment there... #13 #14 yes. #15 #16 yes, II just got
interested in MCMls. #17 #18 #19 #20 this morning, when I dropped you off at school. #21 It's different. I'm fine. #22 #23 Fuck, buddy. For real. #24 #25 #26 Cool bruise. #27 This operation is already on the verge of compromise. #28 #29 Would you like to give us a progress report? #30 Why don't you leave him? #31 #32 and I remember
it looked very peaceful after she #33 #34 it's worthy of scrutiny. #35 #36 You know, you... You have one of those faces. #37 I couldn't get close enough to see much, #38 got out of the hospital and disappeared #39 I can feel it. #40 been to a restaurant in North Beach, #41 #42 #43 What... Not? #44 even picture it, but I like it. #45 But
here's the truth. #46 #47 #48 #49 #50 View Source Comments Share No. Image Title Original Air Date 01 The One Pitch Sawamura Eijun is a Junior High pitcher who is scouted by the assistant director of Seidou High. She gives him the opportunity to visit the Seidou High School Baseball Team to see their practice. On October 6, 2013,
Partner With Miyuki's help, Sawamura defeats Azuma. Sawamura is completely overwhelmed by this experience, but back in his hometown he feels guilty to his former teammates, but eventually decides to take on his new journey. October 13, 2013 03 Ineligible to be a pitcher? Sawamura arrives in Seido and gets to meet new people as
well as Miyuki Kazuya. Sawamura tells the coach of his intention to become the team's ace and Kataoka gives him a challenge. October 20, 2013 04 Are you like me? Sawamura meets fellow freshman pitcher Satoru Furuya and realizes he has to fight him for the status of ace. October 27, 2013 05 A Clash A scrimmage between the first
few years and their upper class man will take place to determine who will join the first string for upcoming training games. November 3, 2013 06 Head To Head! Sawamura gives his best to shoot the first few years up and eventually gets the chance to stand on the pitching mound. He is hit several times but is not affected at all which
impresses most players and encourages them to continue. With this, Sawamura shows his potential to be ace for the first time. November 10, 2013 07 The two batteries Sawamura and Furuya are both given the pitcher training menu. Sawamura is tasked with working with Chris while Furuya teams up with Miyuki. November 17, 2013 08
The truth about Chris Sawamura gets furious with Chris leaving practice early and leaving several workouts for him to do. He talks to Rei and Miyuki about it, but his words infuriate Miyuki. Rei then shows Sawamura where Chris is going and what he always does after training. November 24, 2013 09 With Chagrin In His Heart After asking
Chris to teach him about Sawamura starts following Chris everywhere. Chris finally agrees to capture Sawamura's pitch and leaves Sawamura a question about what his distinctive qualities are. In a scrimmage, Sawamura performs poorly and is quickly subbed out. But Chris helps Sawamura find out what he's missing. December 1, 2013
10 Hone Your Moving Fastball Chris reveals to Sawamura his strong point - his idiosyncratic moving fastball. December 8, 2013 11 Chris, to the field! Sawamura and Chris get to form a battery in a game. After that game, the coach selects two players to join the varsity team. December 15, 2013 12 Target To destroy the flow of Seidou
Naoyuki Zaizen (a batter of Kokushikan) proposes to aim for a target, and it's not Sawamura - it's Chris! December 22, 2013 13 You are in first-string Kataoka finally announces the two players to make it the first string that is Haruichi and Sawamura. Chris, who failed to make the cut, has been selected as team manager. December 29,
2013 14 Training camp begins! Seidou training camp begins. January 12, 2014 15 Lead With Your Plays! Seidou continues training camp. Kataoka pushes the third years hard and reminds Yuuki of what he must do as captain. January 19, 2014 16 Challenge Seidou training match against Osaka Kiryu High School begins. Furuya is the
starting pitcher and stays. He turns to Miyuki for advice on how to avoid giving up races. January 26, 2014 17 Games Are Fun Sawamura replaces Furuya on the mound, and his pitching form surprises batters. February 2, 2014 18 I hate it, but ... Scrimmage against Osaka Kiryu almost comes to an end. Will Sawamura be able to meet
Miyuki's expectations? February 9, 2014 19 Fate On the last day of training camp, a three-way robin is held between Seidou, Shuuhoku and Inashiro Industrial. February 16, 2014 20 Emergency Training match between Seidou and Shuhoku continues. Tanba expresses his desire to be a better ace, and the team supports him. At-bat but
he's hit by a dead ball. February 23, 2014 21 To Dream Stage Seidou's line up is revealed and the team prepares for the gruelling Summer Tournament. March 2, 2014 22 Calling for Attention The Summer Tournament begins and Seidou's first game is against the defensive team, Maimon High. March 9, 2014 23 Official Game Debut
Conclusion of Seidou's match against Maimon West High School and match against Puplic Murata East High School. March 16, 2014 24 Precision Machine Seidou prepare for his upcoming match against Akikawa Academy. While on Akikawa, coach Ogata reveals his strategy to counter Furuya's high pitches. March 23, 2014 25 Anti-
Furuya Strategy Seidou packs up practice then makes its final preparations. At play time, Akikawa's batters don't swing on Furuya's high pitches. Miyuki thought this could happen, but it's a bad situation that they face. He asks forkballs to help loosen up Furuya. March 30, 2014 26 Miracle Akikawa Furuya knocked out Akikawa's fourth
batter but Shunshin did not let the battery recover scoring two RBI's. On Seidou's offenses, Kuramochi and Ryosuke try to execute Sedou's strategy of pushing Shunshin, but things don't go the way they had hoped. April 6, 2014 27 I do not run Seidou face a situation where Furuya's pitch counts rapidly increase, and his stamina is in
question due to the heat. Kataoka eventually replaces him with Sawamura, who surprises batters with his form and moves the fastball. April 13, 2014 28 Path, Eijun Sawamura to Scorching Mound Recap episode April 20, 2014 29 Neck and Neck Miyuki outplays Shunshin and Seidou linking the game. Sawamura continues to hit
Akikawa's batters, but Kuramochi and Ryosuke still can't get on base. Kataoka makes his move, having Haruichi warming up while Tanba pitches on the bullpen, shocking Shunshin and his teammates. April 27, 2014 30 Winner and Loser Tanba presence in the bullpen pushes Akikawa while Sawamura impress the crowd, Chris and
Kataoka with their pitching. Seidou's batters begin their attack starting with Haruichi, Kuramochi then Ryosuke. The clean-up matches follow, and Kawakami was able to finish the game. On May 4, 2014 31 Dark Horse Seidou makes it into the top eight, and they stay to watch the match between Ichidai High and Yakushi High. Ichidai
showed his batting prowess early in the game, but their ace, Manaka is shaken after Yakushi's freshman and cleanup Todoroki Raichi hit a two-homer in the bottom of the first, shocking everyone. May 11, 2014 32 Summers After a fierce batting match-up, Ichidai loses to the dark horse, Yakushi High. Seipes's freshmen trio later hear
Raizou's remark that the only pitcher left in West Tokyo worth Raichi's time is Inashiro's Narumiya Mei. Sawamura and Furuya are super motivated to win, while Haruichi tells the team about the remark that also fires them up. May 18, 2014 33 Money Tree Seidou and Yakushi make their preparations for their upcoming match-up. Kataoka
reveals pitchers' order of the game: First is Furuya, Sawamura then Kawakami. Tanba, on the other hand, practice with his peers. At play, Yakushi changes his batting order, putting Todoroki Raichi as the lead-off batter. Miyuki tells freshmen pitchers not to get too fired up, reminding them to just focus on their pitcher relay strategy. May
25, 2014 34 Reliable teammates Yakushi is looking for Furuya's fastballs, and scores a run on top of the first. Miyuki reminds Furuya that he has reliable team-mates who defend behind him and another in front of him. At the bottom follows Seidou's batters dress scoring several runs. June 1, 2014 35 Potential At the beginning of Yakushi's
second batting cycle, Sawamura replaces Furuya on the mound while the latter goes to left field in place of Sakai. Sawamura against Raichi and jam batter. Seidou continues his attack, and with Yakushi down by four runs, Raizou sends the ace, Sanada Shunpei to the mound. June 8, 2014 36 The Ace Walks On Sanada presence on the
mound improve the mood of his team, and despite being an upgraded version of Sawamura, the freshman pitcher square off with him in striking out batters. At the top of the sixth, Yakushi's third batting cycle begins again with Raichi. Will Kataoka call for a pitcher replacement? June 15, 2014 36.5 Special episode This special is not
considered one of the 75 episodes of TV Tokyo. Seidou Rival is a recap episode of 22 &amp; 23 vs Maimon West, broadcast instead of World Cup Special on selected stations. June 22, 2014 37 Burst! Sawamura will meet Raichi again. And this time, Raichi scores a two-homer, affecting Sawamura's mental state. Kataoka calls to knock
him out with Kawakami. And although Yakushi scores another run, Masuko pulls off a save to keep the game's momentum on Seidou's side. June 29, 2014 38 Roller Yuuki hits a homerun by Sanada putting Seidou's lead up by two. At the top of the eighth, Yakushi takes back one run with the combined effort of his freshmen batters. After
the fourth and fifth batters, Yakushi has runners on first and third. At the moment that can turn the game around, Sanada is up at bat, and Kataoka makes a move, swapping Kawakami with Tanba. July 6, 2014 39 Expectations of an ace In the match between Seidou and Yakushi aces, Tanba knock out Sanada with curveball. Seidou's
batters aggressively attack at the bottom of the inning, extending the lead. However, Yakushi has not given up the game despite being down by three, and Raizou reveals his plan to turn the game around. July 13, 2014 40 The Winning Shot In the last inning of the game, Tanba knock out Raichi giving Seidou the victory. July 20, 2014 41
It's the semifinals Seidou is preparing for their upcoming semifinal match against the veteran quarterfinalist in the west, Sensen Academy. At Sensen, Maki Yousuke, ace of the baseball team, throws heavily into the bullpen, admitting that he had actually wanted to go to Seidou, but was not invited in the end. The Giant Looks Down
Semifinal begins on July 27, 2014, and Sensen takes an early lead in the bottom of the third. Seidou's batters focus on hitting Maki's curveball and tie the game at the top of the sixth. August 3, 2014 43 Revenge With the bases again loaded, Haruichi is sent to the batters box in Tanba's place and hits Maki curveball, extending Seidou's
lead to three. At the bottom of the sixth, Sawamura steps on the mound and Sensen executes his strategy to push the pitcher. With Sensen in position to score, Miyuki requires a timeout but is rejected by Sawamura. August 10, 2014 44 Best Pitch Raichi's homerun hit in quarterfinal replays in Sawamura's head find the strength to knock
Maki out. Sawamura sends the baton to Kawakami who finishes the game. August 17, 2014 45 Fantasy Inashiro and Sakurazawa's match-up begins. Early in the game, Inashiros batters have a hard time hitting Akira Nagao's knuckleball pitch, and Narumiya again knocks out Sakurazawa's batters with his relentless pitching. August 24,
2014 46 Pitching of Despair Narumiya's pitching disrupts Sakurazawa's defense and the semifinal comes to an end with Inashiro's victory. The final is between Seidou and Inashiro. August 31, 2014 47 At Summer Miyuki is seen by Narumiya along with the other other year's Inashiro players and recalls the last time they gathered. On the
bus, Miyuki confessed that had he not met Chris and Rei, he would have gone to Inashiro. September 7, 2014 48 At dorm ... After the Seidou players have studied Narumiya's pitching, Yuuki believes that this year they can take Narumiya down and lift the morale of the team. September 14, 2014 49 A nostalgic Face Azuma stops by for a
visit and again gets a duel with Sawamura. September 21, 2014 50 Footsteps to tomorrow Known as The Hopeless Year, Rei shares to Sawamura and Furuya about the time the third years first came to Seidou; And freshmen pitchers couldn't believe what they're about to hear. September 28, 2014 51 The match begins! It's finals day,
and both teams are pumped. Seidou attacks on top of the inning and defends at the bottom. October 5, 2014 52 I don't want to lose Narumiya going head-to-head against Yuuki and knocking him out. Furuya throws and takes Inashiro by surprise, knocking out batters with his powerful fastball. October 11, 2014 53 Change Gears Inashiro
finally gets to hit Furuya pitches while Narumiya continues to knock out Yuuki. October 18, 2014 54 Entrusted Faith and courage to perform Tanba replaces Furuya and Furuya sent to left field. Inashiro's Yamaoka hits a homerun and Tanba is shaken. Can he regain his confidence? October 25, 2014 55 Strong Men Harada plans to smash
Seidou's efforts to turn the game around with Narumiya's change. Narumiya is implementing the plan to knock out Kuramochi and Ryosuke who are unable to get on base. Kuramochi suspects that Ryosuke's bones must be very bad. In Seidou's defence, Ryousuke fumbles, but Kuramochi is quick to cover for him. November 1, 2014 56
Decision With Inashiro up with two, Seidou makes an effort to score at the top of the seventh but fails. At the bottom, Tanba suffers from a leg cramp that caused him to leave the mound with Sawamura replacing him. Encouraged by Yuuki's words to Tanba, Sawamura is pumped. How well will he fare against Inashiro? November 8, 2014
57 Reliable underclassmen Seidou gives up on Narumiya's change. Furuya hits and Sawamura bundles. Ryousuke asks his coach for a pinch hitter to replace him at bat. November 22, 2014 58 The three-hole replaces his brother to bat and hits the first pitch. Narumiya goes Isashiki, creating a chance for Seidou to score. With the bases
loaded, Isashiki leaves the rest to Yuuki. November 30, 2014 59 Fearless Yuuki hits Narumiya's change, moving the game's momentum to Seidou. December 7, 2014 60 Lonely Sun Narumiya reminisces about his struggles after Inashiro's defeat at the 88th Summer Koshien, and is determined not to allow Seidou more runs. December
14, 2014 61 Determined Inashiro desperately tries to score, and enormous pressure Sawamura. Will the momentum shift in their favor? December 21, 2014 62 Victory or defeat Only one out again to Seidou's dream stage, but Inashiro manages to tie the score. Which team triumphed? Which team lost? December 28, 2014 63 Lingering
emotions The long two hours and fifty-three minutes of desperate battles end. Inashiro celebrates while Seidou complains. December 28, 2014 64 Restart Sawamura and Furuya try to move on from the loss, but Kawakami finds it difficult. Miyuki has been selected as the new captain with Kuramochi and Maezono as vice-captains.
Meanwhile, Kataoka is sending his resignation. January 11, 2015 65 In The Sun Seidou starts the pre-season with a win, while Inashiro reaches the Koshien final. Inashiro lost in the Koshien Finals on January 18, 2015. On Seidou, an outsider observes the team from the gallery. Who could he be? January 25, 2015 67 Kick Seidou plays
his three remaining training matches in the Summer Break. And is motivated by an upcoming scrimmage against Yakushi. February 1, 2015 68 Ace Title Furuya knocks Raichi out and keeps Yakushi scoreless. Sawamura asks for permission from Kataoka to throw, but Kataoka denies him. February 8, 2015 69 Can't lose! Furuya is sent to
left field and Sawamura replaces him on the mound. Sawamura intends to get Kataoka to recognize him, but ends up throwing meatballs and giving up runs. February 15, 2015 70 Next stage Miyuki tells Kataoka that Sawamura is deeply affected by deadball during the final against Inashiro. The game ends with Yakushi's victory. Seidou is
preparing for the upcoming Autumn Tournament, as are the other teams that played last summer. February 22, 2015 71 September Sky At the Fall Tournament block games, Furuya wears ace number and shine in both pitching and batting. Sawamura is finally allowed to practice in the bullpen, but is still struggling to throw to the inside.
Chris's coming to help. March 1, 2015 72 The last lesson Chris wants Sawamura to learn to throw low and away. Furuya pitch poorly on the third round of the block game and is quickly knocked out. Ochiai observes from the gallery and later informs Miyuki and Furuya about his coaching policies. March 8, 2015 73 Inheritance The third
years find out that Kataoka is withdrawing after the Fall Tournament and wonders what they Makes. Yuuki later asks Kataoka permission to have his retirement held before, wanting to teach his underclassmen everything they have learned from him. However, the coach takes it as a request for a training match with the current team, and
Yuuki accepts. March 15, 2015 74 Guiding Light Team finds out if Kataoka's dismissal affects their game. Miyuki, however, takes Yuuki's advice to be a regular as captain in the face of adversity, and guides the team. March 22, 2015 75 In pursuit the training match closes and the third years take the victory. On the fall group selection
stretch, Miyuki believes it doesn't matter who they face for the team that's aiming for only one thing: the Nationals. March 29, 2015 (Official Site - Japanese) (Official Website - Japanese) References Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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